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Knobbies – Who Are We?
The Knobbies are a group of touring motorcycle enthusiasts with about 200
international members. We meet every Sunday, rain or shine, for a day ride
to an unknown destination for lunch, then ride a different route home. Most
rides consist of about 200 to 300 miles and are usually confined to back roads.
Some of the popular destinations include state parks, Blue Ridge Parkway and
various locations in Virginia, Tennessee and South Carolina. Started and based as a BMW motorcycle organization,
the Knobbies are supported by the BMW Riders Association and the BMW Motorcycle Organization of America.

You do not have to ride a BMW to be a member of the Knobbies.
We accept all types of motorcycles,
but we prefer responsible riders who enjoy the touring aspect of motorcycling.

Sunday Rides
The Knobbies meet around 8:00 AM at Timberwoods Restaurant (I-40 Exit 106, Morganton, NC) for breakfast and a
day ride. Group leaves between 9 – 9:30 AM. Even if you can’t ride, join us for breakfast and fellowship! First Sunday
of every month is “Picnic Sunday.”
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From the President
Hello, Knobbies...and Happy New Year! We've had our Annual Business Meeting, and some great things were
discussed. We've got the usual plans set up, such as the Campout and the Rally, so get ready. Campout will be at
Iron Horse on June 1-3, so get your reservations in ASAP. The block has been lifted on cabins, so now it's fair game.
The rally is the third weekend of September, and Gene is heading that up.
On another note, PO is at a wonderful VA rehab facility in Black Mountain. I just heard he was able to take four
steps on his own!!! That is wonderful news! At some point we hope to be able to have a cookout up there with him.
Get by and see him if you can.
Winter is here! Be careful on the icy roads, and make sure your bikes are in good condition and your cold weather
gear is working. One thing I've noticed this season is it can be sunny and warm down here and snowing up in the
hills, with nothing on the radar. Sometimes it just happens unexpectedly.
Other than that, I'll see you when I can, and I look forward to seeing everyone at the campout in June!
Seth

Geno’s Corner
Marla sent out an email yesterday asking if we could get our news article written by today. I try not to sound like a
true Hick, so I like to let my little articles rest and the re-read them at least a dozen times. Each time I seem to get
worse! Like an article I just read,,,how NOT to ride an Iron Butt. How Not to write a newsletter article.
What makes this so bad is I haven’t ridden much, maybe twice since last September. And, don’t think for a minute
it’s because I haven’t wanted to! It’s been a real bummer to say the least.
Why? Well, to make a short story here, I decided that since I came back from the MOA rally in Salt Lake City much
earlier than I wanted to, and since that had left me a few more bucks in the back pocket, I would clean and paint
that oily, greasy, ugly floor in my garage / shop area. Did I mention how ugly my floor was? I had done a lot of
remodeling on this old garage but had never gotten to the floor. Every time I walked into the place, it was kind of
depressing and dark. I called my handyman, asked what type of floor paint he recommended. So off to the store I
went. EPOXY!! I won’t tell the cost except it was close to a $100 a gallon! Figure two gallons and a couple days work.
Couldn’t be simpler, right? Wrong!
Painting the floor was really no problem. I rented a large round floor scrubber, scrubbed all that grease, oil, etc.,
then rinsed it all out, let it dry and went over it again. Nice clean painting space. Well, I had rolled all my
workbenches, loaded by the way, using a lift table I’ve had for years. No problem rolling stuff out and covered it over
in case of rain. Finally, that floor looked great, so I let it dry for a full day. Then I started rolling all the benches and
stuff back in. My large bench is a real heavy-duty deal I made years and years ago. Rolling it back in, there’s a small
lip from the asphalt to the concrete and it caught the wheels rolling all that back in. I pulled hard and it pulled back
hard,,,,on my neck and shoulder muscle, big time. About a week later, I could barely move my neck, couldn’t get out
of bed without a real grunt and hurt. I’m just now starting to get better. You ever tried to ride a motorcycle when
your head is not on a swivel? Scary!
To make a long story short again! If I had known all the deep massages I would have to get just to rub out all those
knots, I could have paid for a high dollar painter. Hindsight is always 20/20, eh?
Well, then I finally jumped on the motorcycle and promptly dropped it right into the back of a guy’s bumper.
Absolutely no damage to me but knocked a small dent in his back bumper. My steering had locked up due to the fact
I had left a 6” pigtail used to charge my phone, etc. It fell down and when I tried to make a right hand turn,,,BOOM!
Down I went. It had wedged between the frame and the handlebars. Wish me luck, I’ll try riding again as soon as
the weather allows. I also learned later that these new flyby wire throttles tend to have a “burst” if you let off the
throttle quickly. I’m sure that also caused me to go “boom”. I thought it felt like the throttle had a surge and sure
enough, they do. Grrrr, that didn’t help anything.
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Marla also gave some good info on another advertising site, so if anybody can think of good sites to advertise our
rally, please let us know. I’ll be starting to advertise this month. Hopefully being this early we can get Burke County
to help us advertise. It seems as though our rally is settling out around a 120, so I hope we can bring that up quite a
bit.
We’ve sold out of our Dry Cool shirts. I bought two and had two similar ones that were slightly thicker. If anyone
would like these shirts, let Sharon, myself or anyone know and we can order more. I was well pleased as I wore
these in over 100 degree days. I would sweat, and as soon as I took off, cooled back down and stayed dry. Nice shirts
for the money.
Sometime in March, all that are interested in the Rally, anything we can do, etc, be thinking about that and let’s
have a good time meeting and go over everything. I’ll ask Marla to send out emails, which hopefully will get to
everyone.
Thanks much to all who help our club. You who have been to the Children’s home know how much a little can help.
Geno

For those of you who missed the business meeting, here are the minutes:
2018 Knobby Business Meeting
Minutes by VC Lackey
Breakfast at 08:30
Bobbi Smith & Daryl Carswell sold 50/50 tickets.
Meeting called to order by Seth Purdy at 09:15.
Virginia Lackey read 2017 Business Meeting minutes.
Bert moved to accept minutes - passed by vote.
Sharon Wilson gave the Treasury report. Passed by vote.
Chris Jernigan thanked our group for their help with the SouthMountain Children’s Home.
Old business closed out.
Group voted to keep P.O. as VP until next year’s vote on all officers. Several Knobbies went to see P.O. after the business meeting
today to tell him he is staying VP and a Knobby! Before the meeting ended, the Knobbies at the meeting signed one of the
tablecloths from an empty table today telling P. O. that we miss him.
Camp-out is June 1st at IronHorse MC Lodge.
Bobbi to find out about picnic with P.O.
BMWMOA Rally is July 12 - 15 in IOWA.
BMWRA Rally is July 19 - 22. TOGA State Park, Wellsboro, PA.
MSTA Rally is in Lacrosse WI. June 10 - 14th.
Knobby Rally is Sept 14-16. Planning meeting to follow later. Marla to send out questionnaire to members about items wanted/not
wanted for Rally.
Gary Clark is checking on advertising our Rally with the IBMC.
Gene Smith is checking on new entertainment.
Advertise more to Rally members about city van transportation into town during Rally.
2018 Christmas Party: 1st Sunday in December. $15.00/person. Elk Club in Morganton.
Chris to work on date for picnic at SouthMountain.
Motion to close new business and passed.
High mileage awards:
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41,191 Gary Lackey
Darrell Faw & Paige for 2 up. 11594 (5515 - Paige)

Average rider: Virginia Lackey 9,836.
Knobbiest Knobby: P.O. Wilson
50/50 drawing: $250 and Gary Clark won $125.
Motion to adjourn and passed.

Keeping up with our VEEP!
Anyone wanting to visit or keep in touch with our Vice President, P. O. Wilson, can find him at:
North Carolina Veterans’ Home
62 Lake Eden Road
Black Mountain, NC 28711
Room B-112

Miscellaneous Upcoming events

Coming up!

Annual Camp Out
June 1 – 3, 2018

1755 Lower Stecoah Rd, Robbinsville, NC 28771
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The BMW RA National Rally
July 19, 20 & 21st, 2018
at the Tioga County Fairgrounds, Wellsboro, Pennsylvania
http://bmwra.org/national-rally

Coming up in September, 2018
Annual Ride the Blue Ridge
with the NC Knobbies
Watch for details!

Articles of interest
Groundhog Day Is The Motorcyclist’s Most Despised Holiday
Blame six more weeks of non-riding weather on a taunting marmot
By Seth Richards
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(Note from the Editor: It’s beyond rare that a Knobbie lets the weather keep them from riding when the urge to
ride is upon them. Luckily, North Carolina weather is more cooperative with riders than it is in other parts of
the country. Let’s spare a bit of sympathy for those riders who really do have to wait another 6 weeks or more
to get out on the road!)
Well, the groundhog saw his shadow. Six more weeks of winter. Since that only brings us to mid-March, there’s
probably another six weeks before I can dig out my spring riding kit (Gerbing heated jacket, Pinlock visor). Shadow
or no shadow, for motorcyclists living in geographical regions hostile to four-season—or even three-season—riding,
Groundhog Day is not so much a promise of spring as it is a reminder of just how much longer we have to wait to
turn a wheel. Punxsutawney Phil can shove it.
I don’t need a taunting marmot to remind me. The other morning, I started the car to warm it up for my wife and
looked at the dash thermometer to confirm what my aching digits already knew: 8 degrees below zero.
The cold is far from the worst of it. It’s the dreariness of the sky and the dead gray and brown of the world that lends
an apocalyptic air to everything and instills a deep lethargy in the wintery denizens. Every car is entombed in a dull
beige crust of salt and road grime. If this motorcycle writing gig doesn’t pan out, I could have a lucrative career
naming Sherwin-Williams paint colors in the white/gray/beige spectrum, having seen every shade plastered to my
already gray station wagon. “Nordic Salt Cellar,” “Tarnished Pewter,” and “Rusting Wheel Well” could be real
winners.
To make it worse, the heels of my winter Bean boots are worn to nubbins as smooth as racing slicks. For the record,
I’ve been wearing Leon Leonwood’s eponymous footwear long before all the Eastern college girls with their Canada
Goose parkas, trust funds, and youthful rosy cheeks donned their new shiny pairs. Not that I have anything against
well-heeled coeds.
I’m not alone in my pessimism. Ruminating on early spring, Wordsworth writes, “The budding twigs spread out
their fan, To catch the breezy air; And I must think, do all I can, That there was pleasure there.” Even Wordsworth
struggled for optimism in early spring—not that he seemed a cheerful guy at the best of times. Motorcycles didn’t
exist in 1798 (otherwise, he’d have been a Vincent man, surely), but Wordsworth captures the motorcyclist’s
weather-induced despondency. He probably would have mistrusted clairvoyant rodents too.
If absence makes the heart grow fonder, it’s no wonder motorcyclists in these parts are often rabid enthusiasts and
rely on a close-knit group of riding buddies to stay sane. We tend to read a lot of Peter Egan and meet regularly for
breakfast or happy hour to tell tall tales and kvetch about shoveling-related back injuries. Fortunately, with the
first round of WorldSBK right around the corner, it’s a good excuse to have the gang over, open some beers, and live
vicariously through Jonny Rea and company. That’s the kind of “holiday” I can get behind.
When the roads eventually do clear and the world underfoot begins to teem with life, we’ll have a handy excuse for
disappearing on all-day rides and shirking our lawn mowing duties: “Well, the groundhog saw his shadow this year,
so we’ve got to make up for lost time. Let the neighbors gripe about the lawn; it’ll be brown in six months anyway.”
And summer rides, more splendid than mowed lawns and budding twigs, can make the winter’s darkest hour and
the groundhog’s pessimistic prognostications seem like distant memories.
https://www.motorcyclistonline.com/groundhog-day-is-motorcyclists-most-despised-holiday#page-2

USA Today: The Motorcycle Industry Isn’t Dying
By Williams Jenkins
This might come as a shock to you as the Bloomberg has announced the demise of the motorcycle industry, the USA
Today is celebrating the joy of a growth of sales in the motorcycle industry.
The key to this statistic is the female riders. However, the USA Today admits that there is a decline among the more
traditional motorcycle brands, it reports that the ridership is still on the rise. They have stated that the total
motorcycle registrations almost doubled over the period of fourteen years from 2000 to 2014. The Motorcycle
Industry Council has stated that the many of the registrations belong to women in that period. They stated that
there were only 8% of women who owned a motorcycle in 1998 by that went up to 14% by the year 2014.
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Total U.S. motorcycle registrations reached 8.4 million in 2014, almost doubled the number since 2000, according to
the Motorcycle Industry Council. And many of those registrations belong to women. In 1998, only 8% of motorcycle
owners were women. By 2014, the most recent year in which the council has statistics, female ownership had
increased to 14%
Now we know that 1% of growth in women motorcycle owners is not enough to save any industry in decline but it is
a start and with the big brands in the motorcycle market looking to reinforce their already existing line of
motorcycles to offer, one can be hopeful that the next generation does not let the amazing world of motorcycles slide
into a thing of the past.
http://www.lifeofarider.com/2018/01/12/usa-today-the-motorcycle-industry-isnt-dying/

Reminder
The Knobbies have long supported the South Mountain Children and Family Services. If you’d like another way to
support them, you can through the Amazon Smile program. AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to
support your favorite charitable organization every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you shop at
smile.amazon.com, you’ll find the exact same low prices, vast selection and convenient shopping experience as
Amazon.com, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to your favorite
charitable organization. You can choose from nearly one million organizations to support. You use the same account
on Amazon.com and AmazonSmile. Your shopping cart, Wish List, wedding or baby registry, and other account
settings are also the same.

Knobbies on Facebook
There is a group page on Facebook where Knobbies can post messages and photos. To access it, create an account,
log in and search for “NC Knobbies”. All content on the group page is public and open for all members’ activity.
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